Linear LED Highbay
New Compact, Energy-Efficient LED Highbay Fixture with increased energy savings
compared to linear fluorescent and HID fixtures.

Key Features
+ Versatile LED replacement to T8
or T5 fluorescent highbay
fixtures

+ Rated for damp location
+ Up to 42,000 lumen models
available

`

+ DLC® Premium operating at 130+ + Standard with high 84 CRI in both
lumens per watt
4000K and 5000K
+ Ships complete with 6-foot 300V + 90+CRI for color critical applications
FT2 18/3 SJT, hangers and chain for available by special order
easy installation
+ PIR motion and PIR multifunction
+ 0-10V dimming and 100-277V
sensors available
driver is standard

DESCRIPTION

OPTIONS AVAILABLE

EarthTronics LED Highbay fixture enables exceptional energy savings
compared to similar linear fluorescent and HID fixtures.

+ Emergency Back-up power
supply is available

This LED product also provides excellent visual acuity for accuracy
in manufacturing and warehousing applications. EarthTronics’ LED
Highbay fixtures are available in a 2’ linear fixture and a 4’ linear fixture
for high lumen applications up to 42,000 lumens. It is suitable for 15’
to 45’ mounting heights.
The fixture offers 4000K and 5000K color temperature with a high 80+
CRI for highbay applications. Its durable white-finish metal body
provides excellent heat dissipation. High quality Seoul LED chips provide
for excellent lumen maintenance. L95 is at 50,000 hours and L80 at
120,000 hours (68°C).
EarthTronics’ LED Highbay fixtures operate on standard 120-277 VAC
and it is also available in 347-480 volts. It has an operating temperature
range of -4°F to 122°F.

+ Wire Guards

+ Pendant mounting kit
+ PIR occupancy sensor 120-347V,
+ Surface mounting kit
480V
+ PIR with Daylight Harvesting on
120-277V systems

DLC® PREMIUM PERFORMANCE
EarthTronics selected world-class LED chips and high quality
drivers engineered to perform at an efficiency level necessary to
meet and exceed DLC premium standards.

OPERATION
Standard linear highbay is 120–277 VAC and 347–480 VAC is
available. All models include 0-10V dimming. Sensors are available
with occupancy, step dimming, and daylight harvesting capabilities.

PRODUCT OFFERING
APPLICATIONS
+ Manufacturing
Facility

+ Cafeteria

+ Gymnasium

+ Auditorium

+ Warehouses

SPECIFICATIONS & CERTIFICATIONS

Lumens

Wattage

Color Temp

13775
14410
21222
28165
29213
41920

105
110
162
215
223
321

5000K
4000K, 5000K
4000K, 5000K
5000K
4000K, 5000K,
4000K, 5000K

Easily access our DLC qualified products with rebates in your area.

ACCESS IT HERE: Rebate Finder - Highbay Linear
www.earthtronics.com/rebate-finder/catalog/
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